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BACKGROUND
The City of Hapeville has received a design review application from Will Bryant for a tract of land located at 525 King Arnold Street. The property owner, Fulton County,
desires to construct a new 5,975 SF library on the property, replacing an existing 5,675 square foot library on the site. The new library will be 22'-6" in height measured
from the finished floor elevation to the highest point on the building. The library features an unconventional design outside of the scope of the Architectural Design
Standards and will require several Design Exceptions.
The property is zoned V, Village, and would typically be subject to the Neighborhood Conservation Area Subarea E of the Architectural Design Standards. However, the
nature of the project is more in line with commercial development and therefore the Commercial/Mixed Use Area standards shall be used for this report.

CODE
SEC. 81-1-6. COMMERCIAL/MIXED-USE AREA
(a) Site development standards.
 Comp Except where indicated, setbacks shall be established by zoning.
On corner lots the principal building shall be located adjacent to the street intersection, subject to setback or build-to line requirements of zoning.
 N/A














On new buildings in subarea A, where the adjoining buildings were built before 1950, the main facade of the new structure shall align with the
N/A average existing building facade line of the two adjoining structures closest to the proposed setback. This will maintain the historic uniform setbacks
of subarea A and place buildings close to the public right-of-way, thereby, encouraging pedestrian access.
Except where a greater height is required by zoning, buildings shall provide a minimum height of 24 feet along the build-to line or front setback,
N/A
including roof parapet walls. One-story buildings meeting this requirement are permitted.
N/A Except where a greater height is required by zoning, the first story finished floor to ceiling slab height shall be a minimum of 12 feet.
Maximum building heights shall be established by zoning, except that buildings within 150 feet of a neighborhood conservation area and without an
N/A
intervening street shall be limited to a maximum height of 35 feet, and shall meet the transitional height plane requirements.
N/A Space able to be occupied requirements shall be as follows:
One-family attached and detached dwellings and two-family dwellings shall provide first-story occupiable space for a minimum of
the first ten feet of depth along the enfronting facade.
Reserved.
All other buildings, including parking decks, shall provide first-story occupiable space for a minimum of the first 20 feet of depth
along the enfronting facade.
Individual front facades of one-family detached dwellings within 15 feet of the front lot line or build-to line shall have no more than two corners,
N/A
excluding bay windows, porches or stoops.
Portions of enfronting facades containing first-story retail or restaurant uses shall be composed as a simple plane with jogs of less than ten feet.
N/A
Buildings along Atlanta Avenue, North Central Avenue, South Central Avenue, Virginia Avenue, Dogwood Drive (except in subarea C), or Sylvan Road
shall enfront for a minimum of 80 percent of the width of the front setback or build-to line. In no case shall a break in buildings along said streets
N/A
exceed 30 feet in width. Enfronting facades along said streets shall also meet the requirement of subsection (g)11. for all uses.



Sidewalks shall be located along all public and private streets. Sidewalks shall be of the widths indicated on the "Commercial/Mixed-use Area
Sidewalk Table" and shall consist of two areas: a landscape area and a clear area.
The landscape area shall be adjacent to the curb and is intended for the placement of trees, street furniture (including utility poles,
waste receptacles, fire hydrants, traffic signs and newspaper vending boxes), bus shelters, bicycle racks, public kiosks and similar
elements in a manner that does not obstruct pedestrian access or motorist visibility.



The landscape area may be primarily paved adjacent to on-street parking and shall be landscaped in all other areas. Street trees
shall be planted a maximum of 40 feet on center, spaced equal distance between streetlights, and in line with stripes of parallel
parking spaces. All newly planted trees shall be a minimum caliper of two and one-half inches measured 12 inches above ground,
shall be limbed up to a minimum height of seven feet and shall have a minimum mature height of 40 feet. Variations to this may be
reviewed as approved by the city planning commission.



N/A

The clear area shall be the portion of the sidewalk reserved for pedestrian passage and unobstructed by permanent objects to a
height of eight feet, including, but not limited to, steps and stoops, traffic-control boxes, and utility structures. The sidewalk clear
area shall have a consistent cross-slope not exceeding two percent. No awning or canopy shall extend more than five feet over the
clear area.
Where property abuts a neighborhood conservation area without an intervening street, the sidewalk area within 20 feet of such
shall taper when necessary to provide a smooth transition to the existing residential sidewalk. In the event that the abutting
residential area has no existing sidewalk the sidewalk shall taper to a width of six feet, measured from the street curb, or as
approved by the planning commission.





NOTES:

The Applicant received a Variance on March 28, 2019 to accommodate a canopy extending 12’-2” into the front setback.
The minimum height for a building in the commercia/mixed use area is 24’. The proposed building will be 22’-6”, which is not compliant.
Sidewalks in the Commercial/Mixed-Use Area must have 5’ landscape areas and 6’ clear zones. The new sidewalk is 20’ wide including a paved
landscape area and connected plaza, which is compliant. The existing sidewalk is an average of 5’ wide and does not include a landscape area,
which is not compliant.
The landscape area must include street trees planted a maximum of forty feet on center.

(c) Supplemental area and fence standards.
Supplemental areas in the commercial/mixed-use area shall limited to the treatments identified in Figure 3 and as otherwise identified in this
N/A
section.

All first story enfronting commercial uses and all enfronting buildings on Atlanta Avenue, North Central Avenue, South Central Avenue, Virginia
 N/A Avenue, Dogwood Drive (except in subarea C), or Sylvan Road shall provide the "storefront and awning treatment" identified in Figure 3, and subject
to the following additional requirements:
The supplemental area shall be hardscaped.
Temporary or movable fences surrounding outdoor dining are permitted in the supplemental area.
Fences, walls or hedges having the same setback as the adjacent building, with provisions for pedestrian access, are encouraged where a parking lot
 N/A
or other un-built area fronts a required sidewalk.
All enfronting buildings not along Atlanta Avenue, North Central Avenue, South Central Avenue, Virginia Avenue, Dogwood Drive (except in subarea
N/A
C), or Sylvan Road shall provide any of the treatments identified in Figure 3.

"Common yard, porch and fence, terrace or light court," or "forecourt" treatments identified in Figure 3, the supplemental area shall be landscaped
 N/A
and shall include a minimum of one tree every 50 feet of frontage. See list of allowed trees on in section 93-2-14.
 N/A For "porch and fence, terrace or light court, stoop-front," or "forecourt" treatments identified in Figure 3:
Fences in the supplemental area are permitted and shall be picket-wood, stone, composite materials or ornamental metal, with
the finished side facing the street.
Retaining walls in the supplemental area are permitted and shall not exceed 32 inches in height unless required by topography.




All street-facing walls shall be faced with stone, full-depth brick, or smooth stucco.
N/A Chain link fencing is not permitted in areas visible from a public right-of-way.
Where a development adjoins the neighborhood conservation area, the development shall provide a physical barrier between the two to minimize
N/A disruptive light, noise, odor, dust, unsightly appearances and intrusive activity relative to the residential area. A smooth transition to the adjacent
neighborhood conservation area shall be ensured by providing:
A minimum 20-foot landscaped buffer located within the development site along the boundary with the neighborhood
conservation area. Said buffer shall be planted with a minimum of one tree per 40 linear feet. Shrubs, flowers or grasses shall also
be provided and maintained to a minimum height of four feet to visually screen new development and provide an attractive
boundary that encourages continued investment in adjacent residential zones.
A permanent opaque wall between six and eight feet in height and faced in wood, stacked stone, full-depth brick or hard-coat true
stucco. Said wall may be located anywhere within the required landscaped buffer.
Where a public or private alley separates the development from a neighborhood conservation area the landscape buffer and
permanent opaque wall shall be provided adjacent to the alley.

NOTES:

The proposed structure most closely meets the "Storefront and Awning" classification.
While the property does abut the Neighborhood Conservation Area, it is surrounded by compatible uses and does not require a permanent
opaque wall to screen activities from the nearby park and civic buildings.

(d) Utility standards.
Mechanical features shall be screened from view from any park or along any public right-of-way with planting, walls or fences of equal or greater
N/A height. Acceptable nonvegetative materials for screening shall include painted wood or those found in section 93-2-5. Said features are encouraged
not to be located in the supplemental area.






When located on rooftops, mechanical features shall be incorporated in the design of the building and screened with materials similar to the
building.
N/A Skylights are not permitted facing a public right-of-way.
Street lights shall be provided by the developer in an effort to maintain a safe, walkable and well-lit public area throughout the city; pedestrian scale
street lights as approved by the DRC and the department of community services shall be provided by the developer, subject to site plan and design
N/A
review in new development. This requirement does not apply to projects on lots with less than ten feet of frontage along a public right-of-way.
N/A





N/A Trees shall not be planted on top of storm drains.
N/A Service areas and dumpsters:
Shall be in the rear or side yard of the development; and
Shall be screened from the public right-of-way to a height of eight feet with an opaque material on all sides, consistent with a
primary building material. Acceptable materials for screening shall include painted wood or those found in section 93-2-5.

NOTES:

The project must include pedestrian scale street lights.
The Applicant should ensure that the service area screening will be 8’ tall and compatible in material with the primary building.

(e) Parking and traffic standards.
 N/A Two curb cuts serving two one-way driveways shall be counted as one curb cut.
 N/A Public or private alleys or driveway providing vehicular access to two or more parcels shall not constitute a curb cut.
 N/A New public streets shall not count as curb cuts.
Parcels are permitted a maximum of one driveway curb cut per street frontage. In cases where a property abuts multiple streets the total number of
 N/A
curb cuts or portions thereof may be allocated to a single street.
 N/A Circular drives are prohibited, with the exception of hotel and hospital uses.
No curb cuts shall be permitted on North Central Avenue, South Central Avenue, Virginia Avenue or Atlanta Avenue when access can be provided
 N/A
from another street.
N/A Driveways shall have widths of:
One-family attached dwellings. A minimum of ten feet for a one-way and a maximum of 15 feet for two-way.

All other uses. A maximum of 12 feet for one-way and a maximum of 24 feet for two-way.
 N/A Carports are only permitted subject to the following requirements:
Carports shall be located in the rear or side yard and shall not be visible from a public right-of-way.
Carport roofs shall be supported by columns with a minimum width and depth of eight inches.
The base of carport columns shall be faced in stacked brick or stacked stone to a minimum height of three feet above grade.








Parking is prohibited in the supplemental area and between a building and the adjacent street. This shall not be interpreted as restricting on-street
parking.
A continuous off right-of-way landscape buffer with a minimum width of ten feet shall be provided between parking and the adjacent sidewalk. This
N/A
requirement shall apply when existing sidewalks not meeting this requirement are repaired or replaced.
N/A

Parking decks shall conceal automobiles from visibility and have the appearance of a horizontal storied building on all levels; parking structures must
N/A be faced in full-depth brick, stone, cast stone, or precast concrete faced in or having the appearance of brick or stone. Retail or restaurant fronted
decks are encouraged.
N/A Underground parking is allowed when possible.
Drive-through windows and all vehicular queuing, when permitted by zoning, shall be placed to the rear or side of the building facade, shall not be
N/A
visible from any public right-of-way, and shall not be located within 25 feet of the back of the required sidewalk.
Gasoline and service stations shall place all fuel dispensing, service canopies and service entry doors to the rear of the building and away from the
N/A public right-of-way. Said facilities and associated queuing shall not be visible from any adjacent street or located within 25 feet of the sidewalk.

NOTES:
(f) Roof and chimney standards.
 N/A Principal building roofs for one-family detached dwellings shall have a minimum usable life of 30 years, per manufacturer's warranty.
 N/A Roof shingles shall be slate, cedar, or asphalt.
 N/A Roof tiles shall be clay, terra cotta or concrete.
 N/A Street-facing gutters shall be copper, aluminum or galvanized steel.
 N/A Downspouts shall match gutters in material and finish.
Metal flashing, where utilized, shall be copper or factory-finished sheet metal and shall be of a color that blends with other building materials.
 N/A
Chimneys visible from a public right-of-way shall not be faced in wood or fiber cement siding and shall not be a metal or ceramic pipe. Chimneys
shall be wrapped in a full-depth brick, stone or masonry finish material.
Chimneys located on an exterior building wall shall begin at grade.
Flat roofs shall be permitted.
Buildings with sloped roofs not completely screened from the adjacent street by a parapet shall have a pitch between 4:12 and 12:12. Mansard roofs
are prohibited. Pitched-roof materials are limited to roof shingles, natural slate, wood shake, factory-finished sheet metal, and terra cotta tile,
unless determined to be historically appropriate by the planning and zoning manager.
Roof-mounted lights and flagpoles are prohibited. Roof-mounted satellite dishes or telecommunication devices shall be screened from public view
and shall blend with the background of the building as practical.



N/A





N/A
N/A



N/A



N/A



N/A In subarea A roof lines shall appear flat from the adjacent street and roof structures shall be vertically screened by a parapet wall.

NOTES:

(g) Facade and style standards.
 Comp Exterior facade materials shall be limited as follows:
Subarea A. Unpainted full-depth brick.
Subarea B. Full-depth brick, cast stone, hard-coat stucco, fiber-cement siding, natural-wood siding or stacked stone.
Subarea C. See neighborhood conservation area.
Remaining commercial/mixed-use area. Full-depth brick, cast stone, hard-coat stucco, fiber-cement siding, natural-wood siding or
stacked stone.
Split-face block. In addition to the above materials, split-face block may be utilized on exterior facades, but only along a nonenfronting side or rear facade that is not visible from an adjacent street, public park, or plaza.
[Materials on enfronting facades.] The materials utilized along an enfronting facade shall be provided for the first 20 feet in length
along adjacent non-enfronting facades.
[Façade colors, materials.] Facade colors and materials shall be limited to three per facade face.
Where allowed, the combined enfronting facade area covered with fiber-cement siding and/or natural-wood siding shall not exceed 20 percent of
 omple
the total enfronting facade area, provided that:
Where a development includes only one building this requirement shall apply to said building.
Where a development includes two or more buildings this requirement shall apply to the sum of the total enfronting facade areas.
This may result in individual buildings containing front facades entirely of fiber cement siding and/or natural wood siding.
















Where allowed, hard-coat stucco shall have a smooth finish. Furthermore, architectural details such as sills, trim, pediments, cornices, railings, door
enframements, or similar details shall not be of stucco.
In subarea A exterior building colors shall be consistent with the existing historic characteristics of each individual building as a contributing resource
from its significant period of design and style. If the building was designed to be of natural or unique brick pattern, it should be returned to this
style. All mortar and brick repairs should match the material and hue. Earth hues are suggested for paint, when used on most facades of brick
construction, however there may be exceptions. A palette should be established on a building-by-building basis, with a suggested complimentary
hue trim color to the base color. It is highly suggested the complete building color palette be limited to three colors for field and trim selections. Two
adjacent buildings may use the same color palette only if the field and trim colors are reversed on each of the buildings. No sandblasting or abrasive
cleaning methods (including high-pressure washes) shall be used on facades. Final review of selected color, restoration procedures, fixtures, and
applications shall be coordinated on a building-by-building analysis through individual design review of visual concepts. The DRC shall make these
determinations based on these standards, taking in consideration the style of the building, the nature and marketing of the applying business, the
Main Street guidelines, the secretary of the interior's guidelines for renovation, section 93-2-7 et seq. of the zoning ordinance, and the standards for
N/A historic preservation.
omple Facade materials shall be combined horizontally, with the heavier below the lighter.
Enfronting upper and lowers facades shall be differentiated. Potential ways to achieve this include windows, belt courses, cornice lines or similar
architectural details. This is intended to prevent buildings in which individual floors cannot be identified from the building exterior; it should not be
N/A interpreted to limit architectural expression.
Blank, windowless walls are prohibited along enfronting facades, except where a building enfronts multiple streets. In the latter case, it was not
historically uncommon for buildings (especially commercial or mixed-use ones) to orient towards the more intensely developed street. As such,
along the first story of enfronting mixed-use and commercial facades this requirement may be waived by the building official along streets that are
N/A predominantly residential in character when:
The first 20 feet of said facade meets the above requirements, and
The area beyond the first 20 feet is treated with architectural detailing, such as pilasters, false windows, or similar features.
N/A

N/A Enfronting upper-story windows are encouraged to be equally sized, vertically oriented, equally spaced and arranged in a grid pattern.
Foundations shall be constructed as a distinct building element that contrast with facade materials. Foundations that are exposed above the ground,
N/A must be parged with cement, stuccoed over or be faced in full-depth brick, natural stone, or cast stone.
Vending machines, video or other outdoor merchandise displays, mechanical/electrical games, amusement rides, telephones, ice machines,
freestanding automated teller machines excluding automated teller machines attached to buildings or integrated into buildings by canopies, and
shopping carts shall be placed within the structure of a building and shall be out of view from the public right-of-way.
N/A
Safety pylons, bollards, and trash receptacles in the supplemental area or along an enfronting facade shall be permitted based upon design
N/A compatibility with the main facade and neighboring comparable facilities.

NOTES:

A Design Exception is required for the use of pained aluminum for the façade and the use of more than three colors.

(h) Door and window standards.
 N/A The main entry door to enfronting principal buildings shall face, be visible from, and be accessible from the adjacent public sidewalk.
 N/A The main entry door to all uses shall be linked to the sidewalk via a pedestrian walkway or wheelchair access.
First-story doors or windows operating on sliders are only permitted when they open directly onto a required sidewalk or supplemental zone.

N/A
 omple Building numbers, at least six inches in height, shall be located above or beside the street-facing pedestrian entrance.




Window panes serving commercial uses shall be recessed a minimum of three inches and a maximum of eight inches from the adjacent facade.
N/A
Where window lights are utilized they shall be true divided lights, simulated divided lights, or one-over-one lights. Grids between glass are
N/A prohibited.
N/A Where used, window shutters shall match one-half the width of the window opening.










N/A Enfronting windows shall be vertically shaped with a height greater than width, including display windows but not transoms.
Enfronting windows and door glass (except on churches and fire stations) shall utilize clear glass or tinted glass. Tinted glass shall have a
N/A transmittance factor of 50 percent or greater and shall have a visible light reflectance factor of ten or less.
N/A Painted window or door glass is prohibited.
All enfronting "storefront and awning" treatments identified in Figure 3, and all enfronting facades along Atlanta Avenue, North Central Avenue,
South Central Avenue, Virginia Avenue, Dogwood Drive (except within subarea C), and Sylvan Road shall provide a storefront consisting of:
N/A
A nonglass base or knee wall beginning at grade and extending not more than 24 inches above the sidewalk.
A glass display window beginning at the top of the bulkhead or knee wall, to a height not less than ten feet and not more than 12
feet above the adjacent required sidewalk. Such glass shall provide views into display windows having a minimum depth of two
and one-half feet and that are accessible from the building interior.
A main entry door remaining unlocked during normal business hours, and having a surface area that is a minimum of 70 percent
glass.
A glass transom located above the glass display window having a minimum height of 18 inches and a maximum height of 36 inches.
A minimum of 75 percent of the length of the enfronted portion of the build-to line shall be provided in glass, including glass doors
and display windows.
No linear distance of more than ten feet without intervening glass display windows or glass doors.












First-story drop ceilings recessed a minimum of 18 inches from the display window opening.
Awnings
projecting
from buildings, serving as an entry canopy and/or providing identification to the business, are allowed, provided that:
N/A
Awnings shall be at least five feet deep as measured from the building's front facade.
Awnings serving as an entry canopy shall match adjacent business awnings in depth and height.
Valance width and height must align horizontally.
Frame construction on awnings should be square aluminum tubes. Thin, one-and-one-half-inch-diameter round aluminum tube
frames are not permitted. It is suggested that Steel Stitch™ brand be used.
Valance on awnings should always be loose as valances should not be rigidly framed.
Approved awnings may be externally lighted with light fixtures in keeping with the style of the building, as approved by the DRC.
Light fixtures in awnings may light the ground surface or storefront below, however, light fixtures may not be visible from the
public right-of-way.
Internally, back lit awnings, where the lights actually illuminate the awning fabric, are prohibited.
Signs on awning must meet all requirements of the sign ordinance.




NOTES:

Building numbers next to the front entrance are required.
A Design Exception is required for relief from the “Storefront and Awning” treatment standards.

RECOMMENDATIONS

Upon review of the information provided by the Applicant, the following items have been found to be missing or deficient and should be addressed prior
to formalizing a recommendation:
The minimum height for a building in the commercia/mixed use area is 24’. The proposed building will be 22’-6”, which is not compliant and will require a
Design Exception.
The existing sidewalk is an average of 5’ wide and does not include a landscape area, which is not compliant.
The landscape area must include street trees planted a maximum of forty feet on center.
The project must include pedestrian scale street lights.
The Applicant should ensure that the service area screening will be 8’ tall and compatible in material with the primary building.
A Design Exception is required for the use of pained aluminum for the façade and the use of more than three colors.
Building numbers next to the front entrance are required.
A Design Exception is required for relief from the “Storefront and Awning” treatment standards.
Once these items are addressed to the satisfaction of Staff and/ or the Design Review Committee, the application can be approved.

